**OPTIMIZED**
Aputure accessories that have been developed specifically for the fixture or perform with professional level of efficiency/effectiveness with them.

- LS 1200 Hyper Reflectors
- F10 Barn Doors
- Light Dome 150
- Light Dome II
- Light Dome SE
- Light OctaDome 120
- Lantern 90
- Light Box 60x90
- Light Box 30x120

**COMPATIBLE**
Aputure accessories that can be safely used on listed fixture(s), potentially with lower level of efficiency/effectiveness, and are compatible with the fixture’s accessory mount. Safe usage primarily takes weight & heat durability into consideration.

- Bowens Standard Reflector
- Bowens Hyper Reflector
- F10 Fresnel
- Lantern
- Space Light

**THIRD PARTY**
Accessories developed specifically for the fixture or to be used on multiple different platforms including this fixture by third party manufacturers.

- SNAPBAG® Octa 5' SBRRUO5
- Rabbit Rounder Universal
- Chimera Bowens S-Mount Speed Ring Modifiers
- Compatible Bowens Light Modifiers (≥1m/3ft diameter)

1. Remove Inner Baffle
2. Remove Gel Holder